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Hello  

Please find attached my submission  

Thanks 

 

Dr Indre  Asmussen 
B.sc. First class honours, PhD (ecology) 
 
 
Phone:  
email:  
 

 
  

 
 
 
I respectfully acknowledge the traditional owners past, present and future, and hope together 
we can right the wrongs, and use truth and respect as the foundations for a better future.  

 



 

 

Submission for Dog standards: Health and welfare of Dogs in WA 

 

Hello 

 

I do welcome good standards for dogs, but question why the document does not touch upon 

hunting dogs at all.  

Hunting dogs should be fitted with GPS radiotracking collars to facilitate retrieval 

Hunting dogs should be fitted with appropriate protective gear to prevent injury by prey – including 

pigs and roos.   

Hunting dogs are currently often injured (and shot) and lost.   

On the flip side, they are likely to be happy dogs as they have a job…..and a pack.  

Hunting dogs are bred to hunt prey effectively (ie big, fast etc) often different “breeds/mixes” are 

used for different purposes – ie pursuit vs Kill dog (the one who attaches and does not let go….) 

These dogs are effectively loaded shotguns and will interbred with “wild dogs” and help to create 

the wild dog issues farmer face (ie effective killers bred and trained to kill).   

Consequently, they should be fitted with GPS radiotracking collars and retrieved.  Such collars are 

used by some pig (etc) hunters in Northampton.  On Kauai (Hawaii) it is mandatory for them to be 

used and for hunting dogs to be retrieved.   

Introduce something useful…..which in this case would save lives, of hunting dogs and stock.   

 

Also focus on welfare, exercise and training from the perspective of a dog, and factor in what it 

means to be a dog.  Dogs are pack animals, who were bred for different jobs.  Right now you heavily 

focus on these topics from a human perspective.   

Dogs need to be sufficiently socialised with other dogs and humans to learn social skills (under 

training).   

Dogs should be allowed to play and socialise with other dogs off lead, to learn how to play and 

interact with other dogs (under training).   

Many large dogs rarely get to run enough on a lead.  There should be an opportunity to exercise / 

run off lead and play preferably with other dogs. This should be mentioned under exercise.   

Dogs need to be dogs, and have access to dog “packs” at the dog park, beach or training event.  They 

are social animals and need to learn the social skills off lead to be able to solve issue without 

humans hanging of the end of a leash and interfering (under training).   

Dogs need to learn to socialise without constant interference of humans (under training).   



Humans need to learn to train and socialise dogs.  We have lost this skill as we often no longer work 

with dogs/animals.  We now segregate dogs in backyards and parks (on leads) from other dogs 

(under training).   

This is dangerous as dogs do not learn to socialise and play with other dogs as they are unable to 

interact with their own species (under training).   

This leads to inappropriate behaviour /aggression / fear etc rather than a well socialised dog (under 

training) 

Dogs are actually smart and pack animals and we keep them often alone…. (under welfare and 

minimum standards…. Socialise with other dogs) 

Costs are prohibitive for many people to keep two dogs 

Costs are prohibitive for socially disadvantaged including elderly to keep dogs.   

The mental health benefits (for humans) of having a dog have not been mentioned – and we need to 

ensure the elderly etc can still afford companion dogs (welfare and minimum standards). 

The mental health benefits of keeping two dogs together (for the dogs) has not been mentioned 

(welfare and minimum standards)..  

Equity of access to the benefits of having a dog should be stressed – companion, exercise and 

pathways put in place to allow not only the rich to have a dog.   

Concession rates for dog registration, sterilisation etc may be necessary to give people the benefits 

of owning a dog 

Dogs are registered and we pay registration – most registration goes to paying for rangers for dog 

control.  A proportion of funds should go towards creating facilities – such as dog exercise area and 

agility parks.   

Local government to invest funds to cater for dogs to allow them to exercise and socialise off leash 

(under exercise) 

Exercise and “enrichment” should be tailored to breed, some need to use their nose and be exposed 

to smells, some love to chase and round up (working dogs) some herd (shepherds) and are sight 

dogs.  Most dog breeds were bred to complete a job, which we now disregard as we want 

companion animals.  They are smart and bred to fulfil a job, which we no longer give them.  Dogs 

need a job or at least be able to use the sense that makes them click (training, exercise and welfare)   

Dogs need a job.   

Dogs should have opportunity to smell – and mark territories etc (exercise) 

Restraining dogs in cars, will make it even harder for dogs to be transported away from their insular 

backyards to interact with other dogs at the sparse dog parks/ exercise/off lead areas.   

You are further isolating dogs, which are a pack animal and therefore adversely affecting welfare.  

What about a dogs mental health, they are a social pack animal and should be allowed to learn to be 

that…. Social.   

Instead we leave them home alone, isolated and confined in fences to “keep them safe”, whilst we 

go to work (and socialise) 



There needs to be a section in welfare that looks at the welfare and needs of a social pack animal 

which needs socialise, run and exercise freely with other dogs not just humans.  This is just as 

important as minimum requirements such as water, shelter etc  

Currently, focus strongly on control measures to keep the safe: to be confined by fences, restrained, 

crate/tethered and dragged around on a leash at all time (where human fear of other dogs is 

translated down the leash to produce an anxious snarling poorly socialised isolated dog).  

Why focus on things like adequately restrained in a car, which will stop most owners taking their 

dogs to the beach to give them an adequate quality of life.  Yes I can see risk of accidents, however 

how many accidents with dogs were there and how many dogs will consequently sit at home as it is 

difficult to transport them anywhere???  This reduces dog and owner quality of life (highly likely 

outcome) for a low likely outcome – an accident.  Do the risk analysis.   

Please include some measure that specify freedom and being a dog - off leash socialisation and off 

lead exercise opportunities from a young age onwards, so dogs learn to be dogs.  They then learn to 

read subtle body cues and get on with each other….. 

 

Best wishes 

Dr Indre Asmussen  

B.sc. First class honours Phd ecology 
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